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Abstract. Online reviews have become an important data source for analyzing consumers’ prefer-
ences. Consumer preference analysis assists product managers to understand consumers’ propen-
sity for different product attributes and make consumer-oriented market strategies. Existing stud-
ies on consumer preference analysis used simple additive algorithms to represent the relationship 
between overall ratings and attribute ratings, but ignored the interactions between attributes. In 
addition, not all attribute ratings were given by consumers when calculating the overall ratings 
of a product. To fill these gaps, a preference model based on the extended 2-additive Choquet 
integral is constructed. The 2-additive Choquet integral can reflect the importance of attributes 
and the interactions between pairs of attributes when integrating attribute ratings. In cases where 
consumers choose only a subset of product attributes to rate a product, we introduce the scale 
parameter into the 2-additive Choquet integral to characterize the relationship between different 
attribute subsets. Afterwards, a preference disaggregation paradigm based on nonlinear program-
ming is provided to solve the preference model. Finally, the proposed method is validated by 
experimental analysis using the dataset collected from TripAdvisor.com. Experimental outcomes 
indicate that our approach can deduce consumers’ preferences and approximate the evaluation 
behavior of consumers efficiently.

Keywords: consumer preferences, online reviews, preference disaggregation, multiple attribute 
decision aiding, 2-additive Choquet integral.

JEL Classification: C51, C61, D81, L00.

Introduction

Online reviews are primary means for consumers to describe their satisfaction with the over-
all performance and attribute characteristics of products (Zhang et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2022). 
Consumers’ preferences can be viewed as how much consumers like a product or product 
portfolio: the more important an attribute is perceived by consumers, the more a product’s 
performance on that attribute can influence consumers’ judgment. Scholars have proved the 
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effectiveness of online reviews in consumer preference analysis (Xiang et al., 2017; Tsai et al., 
2020). By conducting consumer preference analysis based on online reviews, platform owners 
and product managers can know the reason why a consumer prefers one product to another 
and get an insight to design marketing strategies to maintain consumer loyalty and attract 
new consumers (Li et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2020). 

Existing approaches for consumer preferences analysis based on online reviews can be 
classified into three categories, including conjoint analysis (Hung et al., 2019), recommender 
system-based approaches (Lee et al., 2010), and multiple attribute decision aiding (MADA) 
approaches (Guo et al., 2020). The conjoint analysis aims to analyze a group of consumers’ 
preferences over product attributes. The recommender system-based approaches, such as col-
laborative filtering-based techniques (Shi et al., 2014) and content-based techniques (Pazzani 
& Billsus, 2007; Chung & Rao, 2012), are used to predict the overall ratings of products that 
are not used or purchased by consumers. These methods reflect the propensity degree of 
consumers for different products and make accurate recommendations, but did not analyze 
the consumers’ preferences over product attributes. The MADA approaches can help product 
managers to approximately describe the decision-making behavior of consumers when evalu-
ating products under multiple attributes through preference models, which provide insights 
on how consumers evaluate products and how much they attach importance to product 
attributes (Guo et al., 2020). Thus, to capture consumers’ preferences for product attributes 
hidden in online reviews, in this study, we focus on building a consumer preference model 
from the perspective of MADA.

There were few studies on consumer preference analysis using MADA approaches under 
the background of online comments. Guo et al. (2020) proposed a data-driven MADA ap-
proach in which an additive preference model was used to integrate online information on 
attributes given by consumers. Zhu et al. (2022) developed an optimization model based on 
an additive preference model to model the decision process of an individual consumer based 
on individual consumers’ online reviews and acquire the consumer’s preferences for different 
attributes. These two studies both modeled consumers’ preferences regarding the importance 
of attributes based on an additive preference model that was subject to a strict precondition 
of the mutual preference independence among attributes. Nevertheless, ignoring the interac-
tions among attributes may limit the potential usage of these additive models in reflecting 
the real decision process. In an evaluation process, there may be some correlations between 
product attributes. When negative interactions exist, the combined effect of attributes on 
product performance is lower than the addition of the effects of these attributes on product 
performance. Conversely, when positive interactions appear, the joint impact of attributes on 
product performance should be larger than a simple summation of these impacts viewed in-
dividually (Guo et al., 2019). In this sense, it is necessary to consider consumers’ preferences 
for interactions between attributes in a preference model for consumer preference analysis. 
In practical decision problems, it is impractical to describe the interactions between a large 
subset of attributes, which would place a great burden on a consumer to perform parameter 
identification in a preference model. In particular, the number of parameters to be confirmed 
by consumers will increase exponentially with the increase of the number of attributes. The 
2-additive Choquet integral (Grabisch, 1997), a representative method to reflect interac-
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tions among pairs of attributes, offers a good compromise between the low complexity and 
richness of a preference model. Because of this feature, the 2-additive Choquet integral has 
been widely used to solve different problems, such as the global mental workload evaluation 
(Pelegrina et al., 2020), the identification of the best hospitals in weight loss surgery (Mayag 
& Bouyssou, 2020), and the sovereign ratings of European countries (Arcidiacono et  al., 
2021). However, it has not been used as a preference model to extract consumers’ preferences 
within the context of online reviews. To fill this gap, this paper applies the 2-additive Choquet 
integral, as a preference model, to analyze consumers’ preferences for attributes, especially 
interactions between attributes based on the ratings of online products. 

In addition, when applying preference models, there is an assumption that the type and 
number of attributes used to evaluate alternatives are fixed. However, in online reviews, the 
relevant attributes used to evaluate products are usually different, even for the same category 
of products. Due to consumers’ willingness and limited cognition, only part of a series of 
product attributes will be selected by consumers when evaluating products. The same con-
sumer may also use different attributes when evaluating different products. In this sense, the 
second goal of this study is to improve the preference model to handle the problem that the 
attributes used to evaluate products are not fixed.

Based on the above analysis, this study aims to conduct the following innovative work: 1) 
We use the 2-additive Choquet integral as a preference model to portray a consumer’s evalu-
ation process, which can consider consumers’ preferences for interactions between attributes. 
2) The concept of scale parameter is introduced into the 2-additive Choquet integral to ad-
dress the problem that relevant product attributes are not fully used when evaluating prod-
ucts. By portraying the relationships between the whole attribute set and attribute subsets, the 
scale parameter extends the application of the preference model in MADA. 3) A nonlinear 
programming model is proposed to learn unknown parameters in the preference model from 
online reviews and analyze consumers’ preferences for product attributes. Finally, a real case 
study on Tripadvisor.com is proposed to verify the applicability of our proposed method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides related 
work and preliminaries of the 2-additive Choquet integral. In Section 2, the extended 2-ad-
ditive Choquet integral is developed and the detailed learning procedures concerning the 
parameters in the preference model are presented. Section 3 implements several experiments 
with practical data from e-commerce platforms to test the applicability of the proposed meth-
od. The last section concludes this paper.

1. Related work and literature review

1.1. The consumer preference model based on MADA approaches

In the MADA framework, preference models can be classified into three types, including 
preference models based on multiple attribute utility/value theory (Dyer & Smith, 2021), 
outranking relation models (Govindan & Jepsen, 2016), and decision rule-oriented (if ..., 
then ...) models (Greco et  al. 2016). The multiple attribute value theory refers to obtain-
ing the marginal value of a product attribute through a marginal value function when the 
value dimensions of attributes are inconsistent, thus integrating the marginal value of the 
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product under different attributes through a global value function to obtain the product’s 
comprehensive performance. The basic idea of the outranking relation-based approach is to 
calculate the preference strength between products based on the evaluated values under each 
attribute, and to construct the consistency and inconsistency matrices of products. Besides, 
the overall preference strength of products is decided by integrating the predominance and 
non-predominance relationships. The decision rule-based approach is to explain the decision 
strategy using a preference model containing a decision rule form. Compared with the latter 
two approaches, the methodology of multiple attribute utility/value theory represented by 
value functions can explain more clearly how a consumer evaluates a set of products under 
different attributes. For example, whether consumers perceive different attributes to have 
different degrees of influence on product performance. 

Because its treatment of consumers’ preferences for different attributes is closer to the 
actual behavior of consumers, value functions have become the most commonly used pref-
erence model to analyze consumer preference in the field of MADA. Value functions can 
have different complexity, ranging from the additive value function (Kadzinski & Tervonen, 
2013; Ghaderi et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2019; Grigoroudis et al., 2021) to the non-additive 
value functions (Branke et al., 2016; Aggarwal & Tehrani, 2019; Pereira et al., 2020). Many 
studies have employed the additive value function as an underlying preference model to 
represent consumers’ preferences. For instance, Guo, Liao, and Liu (2019) employed an ad-
ditive piecewise-linear value function as the basic preference model and augmented some 
components to handle the interactions among attributes. Grigoroudis et al. (2021) considered 
additive value functions as a consumer’s preference model to analyze consumer behavior and 
study how different factors affect the price of artistic goods in the Art market. However, the 
assumption of mutual independence among attributes on which the additive value function 
depends was not always consistent with reality. Subsequently, non-additive value functions, 
represented by the family of Choquet integral (Choquet, 1954), were used as preference 
models to characterize complex decision-making behaviors of consumers. 

Although value functions (Keeney & Raiffa, 1976) have been used as preference models 
and applied in different practical contexts such as alternative evaluation (Aggarwal & Teh-
rani, 2019) and performance assessment (Pereira et al., 2020), few studies have used value 
functions to extract consumers’ preferences hidden in online reviews. Only few scholars (Guo 
et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2022) have considered additive value functions as a preference model 
for consumer preference analysis. There is a lack of research on extracting complex consumer 
preferences based on non-additive value functions within the context of online reviews.

1.2. The 2-additive Choquet integral

The multiple attribute utility theory represents the preference relations of a set of alternatives 
1 2{ , , , }mA a a a=   regarding a set of attributes 1 2{ , , , }nC c c c=   by the transitive decompos-

able model (Grabisch et al., 2008):

 1( ) ( ( ), , ( ))i i n iU a F u a u a=  , ia A∀ ∈  (1)
with 

 ( ) ( )i t i ta a U a U a⇔ ≥ , ,i ta a A∀ ∈ , (2)

where ( )U ⋅  indicates the global value of alternative ai ( ia A∈ ), which is expected to repre-
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sent a consumer’s practical preferences as much as possible. ( )u ⋅  is the marginal value of 
alternative ai ( ia A∈ ) on the attribute set C, representing the consumer’s cognition of the 
performance of an alternative under different attributes. The non-decreasing function F ( )F ⋅  is 
a value function to make trade-offs between the marginal values of an alternative over differ-
ent attributes and output a global value. The preference relation “” on A is a separable weak 
order including the preference relation and indifference relation, which is determined by the 
global value U: when ( ) ( )i tU a U a≥ , ai is at least as good as at. The most frequently-encoun-
tered value function is based on the averaging strategy such as the arithmetic, geometric or 
power weighted sum. In these value functions, different attributes are treated independently. 

However, the attributes of an alternative are not always fully independent of each other 
in reality. The Choquet integral is a representative value function considering interactions 
among attributes. For an alternative ia A∈ , the Choquet integral with respect to the capacity 
m is an aggregation operator presented as:

 
1 2 ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ( ), ( ), , ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ({ , , })
n

i i i n i j i j i j n
j

U a F u a u a u a u a u a c cm m −
=

= = − m∑  , (3)

where (1) (2) ( ){ ( ), ( ), , ( )}i i n iu a u a u a  is a permutation of 1 2{ ( ), ( ), , ( )}i i n iu a u a u a , such that 
(1) (2) ( )( ) ( ) ( )i i n iu a u a u a≤ ≤ ≤ , and (0)( ) 0iu a = . ( ) ( )({ , , })j nc cm   is the capacity of the 

whole attribute set C, ( 1,..,j n= ), which assigns a weight to each subset of attributes. A 
capacity on N is a set function : 2 [0,1]Cm → , such that ( ) 0m ∅ = ; ( ) 1Cm = ; , 2CA B∀ ∈ , 

( ) ( )A B A B⊆ ⇒m ≤ m  , where 2C is the power set of C and ( )Am  (or ( )Bm ) represents the 
importance of attribute set A (or B). If the attributes are independent, then, ( ) ( )({ , , })j nc cm =

(1) (2) ( )( ) ( ) ( )nc c cm +m + +m  and Eq. (3) degenerates to the weighted arithmetic aggregation 

operator that 1 2 ( )
1

( ( ), ( ),... ( )) ( ) ( )
n

i i n i j j i
j

F u a u a u a c u am
=

= m∑ , where ( )
1

( ) 1
n

j
j

c
=

m =∑ .

The Möbius transform : 2Cm Rm →  of a capacity m was introduced by Chateauneuf 
and Jaffray (1989) to simplify the calculation of the capacity, which was given as 

| | | |( ) : ( 1) ( )X Y

Y X

m X Ym −

⊆

= − m∑ , for all 2CX∈ . Conversely, we have ( ) ( )
Y X

X m Ym

⊆

m = ∑ , for 

all 2CX∈ , where | |X (or | |Y ) is the number of attributes in the attribute set X (or Y). 
According to the definition of capacity, the Möbius transform should satisfy ( ) 0mm ∅ = ;

( ) 1
X C

m Xm

∈

=∑ ; jc C∀ ∈ and \ { }jX C c∀ ∈ , ( ){ } ( { }) 0j j
Y X

m c m Y c
⊆

+ ∪ ≥∑ . Then, the Choquet 

integral can be expressed in terms of the Möbius transform mm of the capacity m as: 

 
{ }

1,..,
( ) ( ) min ( )i j ij n

X C

U a m X u am
m

=
∈

= ×∑ .  (4)

To represent the capacity of the attribute set C with ( ) 0m ∅ =  and ( ) 1Cm = , the values 
( )Xm  need to be assigned by the capacity m to all other 2 2C −  subsets of C. In other words, 

we need to determine 2n variables. The difficulty to measure a capacity increases exponen-
tially with the number of attributes increasing. To control the complexity, Grabisch (1997) 
investigated the k-additive capacity to describe the capacity of an attribute subset whose 

number is equal to or smaller than k. The k -additive measure needs to define ,
1

k

n j
j

C∑  vari-
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ables. Especially, the 2-additive capacity considers the interactions only for pairs of attributes 
and reduces the complexity of capacity measurement to ( 1) 2n n+  variables.

Definition 1 (Grabisch, 1997). m is a 2-additive capacity if and only if its Möbius transform 
satisfies: 1) 2CX∀ ∈ with | | 2X > , such that ( ) 0m Xm = ; 2) 2CY∃ ∈  with | | 2Y = , such that 

( ) 0m Ym ≠ . 
The 2-additive capacity of any subset of an attribute set C can be simplified as:

 

m(X) 
{ } { , }

( ) ({ }) ({ , })
j j k

j j k
c X C c c X C

X m c m c cm m

⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆

m == +∑ ∑ , (5)

where ({ })jm cm  is the Möbius transform of the capacity of the attribute cj, and ({ , })j km c cm  
is the interaction degree between cj and ck (in this paper, j k≠  unless otherwise states). 
According to the definition of Möbius transform, we have ({ }) ({ })j jm c cm = m , and 

({ , }) ({ , }) ({ }) ({ })j k j k j km c c c c c cm = m −m −m . For simplicity, we will use the following short-
hand: = ({ })j jcm m , = ({ , })jk j kc cm m , ({ })j jm m cm m=  and ({ , })jk j km m c cm m=  for all ,j k C∈ .

According to Eq. (5), Eq. (4) can be transformed as:

 ,

( ) ( ) min( ( ), ( ))i j i j i k ij jk
j C j k C

U a m u a m u a u am m
m

∈ ∈

= +∑ ∑ . (6)

To further simplify the calculation of the capacity m and its Möbius transform mm, the 
equivalent form of Eq. (6) for a 2-additive capacity was defined as follows (Grabisch, 1997):

 1 ,

1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

n

i j i j i k ij jk
j j k C

U a v u a I u a u am m
m

= ∈

= − −∑ ∑ , (7)

where 
\{ }

1
2j jk j kj

k C j

vm

∈

 = m + m −m −m ∑  is the importance of attribute cj represented by the 

Shapley value of the capacity m, and jkIm  is the interaction index between attributes cj and ck 
as defined in Grabisch (1997). When m is a 2-additive capacity, jk j kjk jkI mm m= = m −m −m . A 
conversion formula between jvm and jkIm  is:

 \

1
2j j jk

k C j

v Imm

∈

= m + ∑ . (8)

2. The proposed method

This section aims to take the 2-additive Choquet integral as the preference model of indi-
vidual consumers and then extract customer preferences based on online ratings.

2.1. The extended 2-additive Choquet integral

The classical 2-additive Choquet integral can only be utilized to measure different alternatives 
on the premise that the alternatives have marginal values under all given attributes. However, 
within the context of online reviews, consumers do not always use all preset attributes but 
may choose some of them to evaluate products1, which can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

1 In the remaining papers, we regard the phenomenon that a product has not been evaluated under all attributes as 
an incomplete evaluation of the product.
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as examples. Figure 1 shows online reviews provided by the consumer “Travelbird0505” on 
the hotel “Aldea Kuka” and “The Dunmore Hotel & Residences”, respectively. Each review 
consists of the overall star rating of the hotel and the star rating on each attribute, which are 
both based on the scale from 1 (“very unsatisfied”) to 5 (“very satisfied”). This consumer gave 
the two hotels the same overall rating (five points) considering the same number (three) but 
different types of attributes. Three attributes including location, service, and value are chosen 
to evaluate the hotel “Aldea Kuka”, while other three attributes including location, rooms, and 
service are selected to evaluate the hotel “The Dunmore Hotel & Residences”. In addition, 

Figure 2. The online reviews of two hotels given by the consumer “Travelbird0505”  
based on different numbers of attributes

Figure 1. The online reviews of two hotels evaluated by the consumer “Travelbird0505”  
based on different types of attributes
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the same consumer “Travelbird0505” used different numbers of attributes to determine the 
satisfactory degrees of the other two hotels that can be seen in Figure 2. Although both hotels 
received the same overall rating (four points), the chosen attributes cover different aspects 
and numbers. It verifies that different products may be evaluated from different attributes 
both in types and numbers by the same consumer, even though these products fall into the 
same category. 

For a whole attribute set 1 2{ , , , }nC c c c=  , let 1 , 2 , ,{ , , , }
i i ii j j n jC c c c=   be a subset of C for 

evaluating alternative ai, where ,in jc  indicates that this attribute is the nth attribute of ai (in 
subset Ci) and it also exists in the attribute set C, in n≤ . If the whole attribute set C has m 
subsets, then, 1 2 mC C C C=∪ ∪ ∪ . As long as iC C⊂  exist, the predefined attributes are not 
all evaluated in online reviews. In this case, the 2-additive Choquet integral model cannot 
be directly used as a value function to analyze consumer preferences, especially to obtain 
the interactions between attributes. To solve this problem, we extend the 2-additive Choquet 
integral according to the characteristics of online reviews.

Generally speaking, if a consumer is concerned about specific attributes of a product, 
the consumer will actively express his/her true opinion in online reviews, no matter the 
overall evaluation is positive or negative. Since consumers are not willing to evaluate or not 
interested in some attributes of a product, or the product has a general performance on some 
attributes, consumers may only be willing to disclose the evaluations of the attributes that 
are more important to them, or the attributes that have extreme performance (very good or 
very poor) in online reviews. Therefore, this study assumes that, for consumers, the attributes 
mentioned in online reviews are more important than those not mentioned. Specifically, we 
prefer to allocate the weights of non-evaluated attributes to evaluated attributes in propor-
tion. In this sense, we introduce a self-defined parameter called the scale parameter into 
the 2-additive Choquet integral. In this regard, we need to define the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: For a decision maker, the relative scale between the capacity of attributes cj 
and ck does not change from C to any of its subset that includes these two attributes.

Let the capacity of cj in the whole attribute set C be mj, and the capacity of this attribute, 
,il jc , in the subset Ci be ,il jm . Similarly, mk and ,it km , ,i i il t n∈ , are derived. According to 

Hypotheses 1, the relative scale of the capacity of two attributes is consistent in the whole 
attribute set C and its subset Ci, which means:

 

,

,

i

i

l jj

k t k

mm
=

m m
. (9)

According to the formula of alternando in mathematics, we can deduce that 
, ,i i

j k

l j t k

m m
=

m m
 
. 

Then, we can introduce a scale parameter hi, i = 1, …, m, to model the scale between mj (or 
mk) and ,il jm (or ,it km ), such that:

 , ,i i

j k
i

l j t k

m m
= = h

m m
, (10)

where the scale parameter hi indicates the extent to which a consumer assigns the capacity 
to the attributes in subsets of attributes compared with in the whole attribute set. In other 
words, when the evaluations of alternatives under all given attributes is incomplete, a con-
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sumer assigns the capacity of these attributes to other attributes on which the evaluation of 
the alternatives is not missing. For a consumer, each alternative ai has the scale parameter

,il j i jm = h m , 1ih ≥ , 1,...,i m= , 1,...,j n= , 1 ,...,i i il n= . 1ih =  indicates that the consumer evalu-
ates an alternative with complete preset attributes.

Hypothesis 2: When evaluating the same type of products, a consumer has a relatively 
fixed cognition regarding the interactions between attributes, which does not go away but 
changes in proportion with the change of subsets of evaluation attributes. To be specific, 
the interaction index jkIm  between attributes cj and ck changes in proportion from C to any 
of its subset that includes these two attributes.

Let jkIm  be the interaction index between attributes cj and ck in the whole attribute set, 
which satisfies: 

 jk j kjkIm = m −m −m , (11)

where 0jkIm >  means that cj and ck are complementary, 0
jk

Im <  indicates the redundancy rela-
tion, and 0jkIm =  implies the independency relation. Its positive or negative value depends on 
the complementary or redundancy relationship between attributes. The greater its absolute 
value is, the greater the interaction strength is. 

The interaction index ( )jk iIm  between ,il jc  and ,it kc  with respect to Ci can be defined as:

 ( )jk i i jkI Im m= h . (12)
That is to say,

 ( ) ( )i jk j kjk iIm = h m −m −m . (13)

According to the definition of capacity, the boundary and monotonicity of the capacity 
of Ci can be expressed as:

1) 
{ }

, ( )
1 1 \

( ) 1
i

i
i i

n n

i l j i j i jkjk i
C C l j k C j

m C I Im mm

∈ = = ∈

= m + = h m + h =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ;           (14)

2) , ( )
\

0
i

i i i

l j jk i
t n l

Im

∈

m + ≥∑ , ,j kc c C∀ ∈ , ,
i il t ic c C∀ ∈ .                         (15)

Based on the above analysis, the capacities and interactions of attributes in Ci can be 
represented by the capacities and interactions of attributes in C with the help of the scale 
parameter hi. Meanwhile, hi can be deduced according to the boundary of the capacity of Ci 
when we obtain the capacities and interactions of attributes in C. In this sense, the extended 
2-additive Choquet integral of ai can be defined as:

{ }

, ( )
1 ,

, ( ) ( )
1 \ ,

1 \ ,

1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

1 1( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

i

l ji
i i i i

i

i
i i i i i i i

n

i j i j i k ijk i
l l t n
n

l j j i j i k ijk i jk i
l t n l l t n

n

i j jk j k j i i jk j k j i k i
j k C j j k

U a v u a I u a u a

I u a I u a u a

u a u a u a

m m
m

= ∈

m m

= ∈ ∈

= ∈

= − −

= m + − −

= h m + m −m −m − h m −m −m −

∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ,
C∈

∑
 (16)

where ,il j i jm = h m , ,it k i km = h m , 1,2, ,i m=  , 1,2, ,j n=  , 1,2, ,k n=  .
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In the following, we take two examples to illustrate how the extended 2-additive Choquet 
integral can be used to evaluate alternatives when the attribute evaluation information is 
incomplete.

Example 1. Let us compare the comprehensive ability of two talents (a1, a2) in the field of 
basic research and applied technology, respectively. The collective attribute set is defined as 
{published papers (c1), application effect (c2), recognition by peers (c3), ownership of intel-
lectual property (c4)}. Suppose that the capacities of these attributes are 1 0.4m = , 2 0.2m =  , 

3 0.1m =  and 4 0.2m = , and the interaction parameters of pairs of attributes are 12 0.5m =  , 
13 0.6m = , 14 0.6m = , 23 0.4m = , 24 0.4m =  and 34 0.3m = . The attribute subset 1 3 4{ , , }c c c  

is applied to measure the performance of a1, and its attribute values are assumed to be 
{0.6,0.8,0.5} ; Similarly, the attribute subset 2 3 4{ , , }c c c  is applied to measure the performance 
of a2, and its attribute values are given as {0.8,0.6,0.3} . By Eq. (11), we can calculate the 
interactions between attributes c1 and c2, namely, 12 12 1 2 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1I = m −m −m = − − = −  . 
Similarly, we can obtain 13 23 0.1I I= =  and 14 24 34 0I I I= = = . By Eq.  (14), we have 

1 3 4 1 1 13 1 14 1 34( ) 1I I Im +m +m h + h × + h × + h × = . The solution is 1 1.25h = . Similarly, we 
have 2 1.67h = . Meanwhile, the overall value of ia  can be calculated by Eq. (16). That is, 

1( ) 0.48U am = , 2( ) 0.34U am = . Therefore, 1 2( ) ( )U a U am m>  and 1 2a a .

Example 2. We consider an extension of the example of evaluating students in Grabisch 
(1996). The attributes of the evaluation of students in high school are the scores of four 
subjects: Mathematics (c1), Physics (c2), Literature (c3) and English c4 (the scores are given 
on the scale ranging from 0–10). Suppose that the capacities of the four attributes are 

1 0.4m = , 2 0.3m = , 3 0.3m =  and 4 0.2m = . In order to favor well-equilibrated students, the 
redundant interactions between scientific subjects need to be reduced. From this point, 
the capacities attributed to different subsets of attributes are set as 12 0.4m = , 13 0.7m =  , 

14 0.7m = , 23 0.7m = , 24 0.5m = , 34 0.4m = . In the evaluation process, four students are 
evaluated by different subsets of four given attributes. The first student is evaluated by 
the whole attributes and the other three students are evaluated by a subset of attributes 
{ }1 2 3 4, , ,c c c c  of which the incomplete evaluations exist. Then, four students (a1, a2, a3 
and a4) are ranked by the overall scores derived by the extended 2-additive Choquet in-
tegral. The overall score of the student with complete evaluation (a1) is aggregated di-
rectly by the classical 2-additive Choquet integral. Following Eq. (11), 12 0.3I = − , 13 0= , 
14 0.1I =  , 23 0.1I = , 24 0I = , 34 0.1I = − . Then, according to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), 1( ) 7.20U am =

 
. 

In this case, the value of the scale parameter 1 1h =  due to the complete evaluation of 
the student a1 under four attributes. We also take the computation of student a2 with 
incomplete evaluations as an illustration for addressing missing values. By Eq.  (14), we 
have 1 3 4 2 2 13 2 14 2 34( ) 1I I Im +m +m h + h × + h × + h × = . Thus, 2 1.1h = . Similarly, the value 
of h3 and h4 can be calculated by 1 2 3 3 3 12 3 13 3 23( ) 1I I Im +m +m h + h × + h × + h × =  and 

2 3 4 4 4 23 4 24 4 34( ) 1I I Im +m +m h + h × + h × + h × = . Then, according to Eq. (16), the overall 
score of three students (a2, a3 and a4) can be measured. The results are shown in Table 1.

According to Eq. (16), we can get an overall scores of the students a2, a3 and a4 by the 
extended 2-additive Choquet integral, which does not add additional information but puts 
more focus on the information that already exists. The best choice can be gained if this deci-
sion maker wants to use the proposed method to provide an optimal decision. From Table 1, 
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we can get the ranking of four students ( 2 3 1 4a a a a   ). Considering the comprehensive 
development of students, the school may give more approval to a2 or a3. The good perfor-
mance in scientific subjects of student a1 is offset by the bad performance in English, so this 
student does not get a high ranking. The extended 2-additive Choquet integral gives more 
capacity to the known attributes without adding additional information. 

2.2. Application to consumer preference analysis based on online ratings

From Examples 1 and 2, it is easy to use the extended 2-additive Choquet integral if we know 
the capacities and interaction parameters of attributes. However, when using online reviews 
for consumer preference analysis, it is difficult to interact with consumers to get information 
about the importance of product attributes and the interactions among attributes. The tech-
nique of preference disaggregation would be helpful for indirectly extracting the preference 
information over the importance of product attributes and the interactions among attributes. 
This section aims to extract consumers’ preference on product attributes from online reviews, 
so as to help the managers of online platform know consumers’ purchase and evaluation 
behaviors. We apply the extended 2-additive Choquet integral as the preference model of 
different individual consumers. 

2.2.1. The determination of attribute values based on online ratings

Ratings in online reviews can be a critical heuristic tool to perceive the evaluation of online 
consumer information (Li et al., 2020). Generally, a consumer evaluates products by ratings 
on a 1-5 scale concerning the attributes designed by platforms and provides an overall rat-
ing to express his/her overall opinion on a product. Since overall ratings and separate rat-
ings on attributes can be seen as a visual reflection of a consumer’s preferences for different 
products, this paper mainly takes online ratings of an individual consumer as the input of 
the proposed method.

Different individual consumers may not have a uniform rating scale (Wu & Liao, 2021). 
For different consumers, the meaning of a 5-rating is different, and a 5-rating does not mean 
that consumers are most satisfied with the overall performance of a product or the per-
formance of this product under a certain attribute. In this sense, we consider learning the 
preferences of an individual consumer from his/her numerous historical online ratings. Here 
we mainly extract the preferences of individual consumers who have made a series of online 
ratings on the same type of products. Considering that product attributes directly provided 

Table 1. The results of the overall evaluation of four students based on the proposed method

Student
Score under four attributes

hi 
Overall 
scorec1 c2 c3 c4

a1 10 8 6 4 1.00 7.20
a2 8 – 10 6 1.10 8.14
a3 6 8 8 – 1.25 7.75
a4 – 6 7 8 1.25 6.75
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by the online platform for a consumer to evaluate products in the form of ratings are repre-
sentative and general, the set of all attributes used by a consumer to evaluate products can be 
seen as the attribute set. It should be emphasized that a consumer may use different attributes 
to evaluate various products. 

We select m products, 1 2{ , , , }mA a a a=  , in the same type of product set evaluated by 
a consumer. Suppose that there are n attributes, 1 2{ , , , }nC c c c=  , which constitute the at-
tribute set. Each product ai is evaluated by a part of the attributes in C, i.e., an attribute sub-
set 1 2{ , , , }

i i ii nC c c c=  , in n≤ . To build a preference learning model, we set the evaluation 
scale { | 1,2,3,4,5}S sφ= φ =  as the notation of the rating {1-rating, 2-rating, 3-rating, 4-rating, 
5-rating}. The overall rating Si provided by a consumer to product ai indicates its overall 
evaluation scale. The higher the rating given by the individual consumer is, the higher the 
consumer’s satisfaction with the product. 

How to characterize the marginal value of ratings is a widely studied issue. A relatively 
complete summary has been achieved by Li, Liu, and Zhu (2020). Considering the uniform 
distribution of the scale of ratings, we simplify the form of marginal value function as a linear 
form, referring to the method of Wu and Liao (2021). We normalize the ratings ranging from 
one to five into the interval [0, 1], and consider the normalized ratings as the global value of 
a product and its marginal values under different attribute. The normalization function is a 
monotonically increasing function ( )g ⋅  and the global value of the overall rating can be de-
fined as ( ) ( )S iU a g sφ= , ( ) [0,1]g sφ ∈ , and ( ) ( )g s g sφ ϕ≤  if φ < ϕ. Meanwhile, the marginal val-
ue function with respect to the attribute cj can be also defined as ( ) ( )j iu a g s

 
, ( ) [0,1]g sφ ∈ . 

When consumers do not rate products under some attributes, incomplete product attribute 
evaluations appear. At this time, we can determine the global value of products by Eq. (16).

2.2.2. Preference analysis in the paradigm of preference disaggregation

The main objective of this part is to learn the values of unknown parameters, which reflect 
the importance of product attributes and the interactions among them, in the established 
preference model from historical information given by the same consumer. The posted rat-
ings are composed of the overall ratings of products and the ratings on separate product 
attributes. We can describe the input and output of preference analysis as follows:

Input. The marginal value of the online rating ( )j iu a  provided by a consumer with respect 
to different attribute subsets iC C⊆ , and the global value of the overall rating ( )S iU a  for 
a set of products ia A∈  in the same category. 

Output. The unknown parameters related to consumer preference in the extended 2-addi-
tive Choquet integral, so as to describe the importance a consumer attaches to the attributes 
and whether to consider interactions between attributes. 

The aggregation-disaggregation paradigm in the preference disaggregation method re-
fers to eliciting preference information and inferring a decision model from a set of deci-
sion examples on some reference alternatives (Fürnkranz & Hüllermeier, 2010; Doumpos & 
Zopounidis, 2011; Liu et al., 2019). In this regard, if the obtained model’s parameters are in 
line with the actual preferential propensity of a consumer, then the decision model deduced 
from historical data is consistent with the real evaluation process of the alternatives by this 
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consumer and thus can be applied to make new decisions for this consumer. Inspired by this 
idea of preference disaggregation, in this paper, the part of aggregation means the process of 
aggregating the performance values of products under all involved attributes based on the 
extended 2-additive Choquet integral, while the part of disaggregation refers to constructing 
nonlinear constraints shown in Model 1 for determining unknown parameters compatible 
with the individual consumer preferences. We assume that the global value of a product’s 
overall rating is equal to the integrated value of the marginal values of the product under 
all attributes. When the differences between the global value of the overall rating and the 
integrated value under the attributes are minimum, the parameters learned from historical 
reviews can be seen as practicable for representing individual consumer preferences. In this 
sense, the objective function of such a preference extraction model is to minimize the dif-
ferences between the true and integrated global values of products. Formally, we establish 
the following nonlinear programming to learn the preference information of a consumer:

Model 1. 
1

1min ( ) ( )
m

i i
i

d S
m

+ −
m

=

= ξ + ξ∑ ; (17)

s.t.: ( ) ( ) 0i S i i iU a U a + −
m − − ξ + ξ = , ia A∀ ∈ ; (18)

{ }1 \ ,

1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
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i i j j i i j i k ijk jk
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i i j i jk
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C Im
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∈

m + ≥∑ , 2 iCX∀ ∈ , ,j kc c C∀ ∈ , ,
i il t ic c C∀ ∈ ; (21)

,jk j jk km ≥ m m ≥ m  , {1,2, , }j k n∀ ∈  , j k≠ ; (22)

1ih ≥ , {1,2, , }i m∀ ∈  ; (23)

, , 0j k jkm m m > , , {1,2, , }j k n∀ ∈  ; (24)
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∈
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∈

=∑ ; (26)

      0i
+ξ ≥ , 0i

−ξ ≥ , {1,2, , }i m∀ ∈  , (27)

where i
+ξ  and i

−ξ  are two non-negative slack variables, ,il j i jm = h m , ( ) i jkjk iI Im m= h , 
jk jk j kIm = m −m −m

 
jk jk j kIm = m −m −m

 
, 1ih ≥  ( , {1,2, , }, {1,2, , }j k n i m∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  ). ( )iU am  is the integrated value of product 

ai under all attributes based on the extended 2-additive Choquet integral, and ( )S iU a  is the 
true global value of the overall rating of product ai. The normalization, monotonicity and 
nonnegativity of the capacities of attributes are specified by Eqs. (20)–(24), respectively. 

The importance of each attribute can be calculated by Eqs.  (25)–(26). The constraints 
of slack variables in Eq. (27) are utilized to limit the slack variables. In fact, Eq. (18) can be 
satisfied and the feasible solutions can be derived when Eq. (20) is used.
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The monotonicity condition of capacities is the main reason to produce the computa-
tional complexity. Each attribute in Ci is compared with other attributes in the same subset. 
Therefore, the monotonicity generates ( 1)n n−  constraints in maximum. Given that 1ih ≥  , 
Eq. (21) can be simplified as 

\

0j jk
k n j

Im

∈

m + ≥∑ , , {1,2, , }j k n∀ ∈  , j k≠ . Furthermore, the un-

known variables in this nonlinear programming include: the capacities mj ( 1,2, ,j n=  ) of n 
attributes, the interaction index jkIm  ( , 1,2, , ,j k n j k= ≠ ) between attributes, and the scale 
parameter mi (i = 1, 2, …, m). mj and jkIm  reflect the preferences of a consumer on different 
attributes of products, while mi describes the relationship between the capacity of an attribute 
in the whole attribute set and the capacity of this attribute in the attribute subset. Since the 
scale parameters mi (i = 1, 2, …, m) can be deduced by Eq. (20) when mj ( 1,2, ,j n=  ) and 

jkIm  are known, Model 1 mainly focuses on deducing the values of mj (j = 1, 2, …, n) and jkIm
 
, 

, {1,2, , }j k n∀ ∈  , j k≠ . 
Even though Model 1 is a non-linear programming model, it still can be easily solved 

using the optimization packages in Lingo or MATLAB. If we have deduced the unknown 
parameters, including the capacities of attributes and the interaction index in the proposed 
model, then we can utilize the extended 2-additive Choquet integral with inferred param-
eters to predict the global values of other products that the consumer will be included in the 
decision-making process.

2.3. Outline of the proposed consumer preference analysis method

The framework of preference analysis for individual consumer is shown in Figure 3, which 
includes the following steps:

Step 1. Data collection and processing. Collect all online reviews of an individual consumer 
on products in the same category, including overall ratings of products and ratings on 
separate product attributes. During data preprocessing, duplicate comments and inconsis-
tent comments should be deleted. The inconsistent review implies that the overall rating 
of a product is inconsistent with the possible aggregation value of the ratings on separate 
attribute given by consumers. 

Figure 3. Framework of the proposed consumer preference analysis method

Crawl individual consumers, online reviews by 
Houyi from Tripadvisor

Overall ratings, types  and  ratings on product attribute for data analysis

      
Filter out reviews

– Duplicate reviews
– Inconsistent reviews

Data collection and processing 

Determine the whole attribute set 

Calculate the global value of the evaluated product
and the marginal value of the product under

different attribute included in the subset of attribute

Obtain the importance of attribute 
and interactions between attribute

Input information of Model 1Output information of  Model 1

Construct the preference extraction 
model based on the 2 -additive 

Choquet integral, namely Model 1
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Step 2. Determine the whole attribute set. Identify all attribute types from the collected 
information about product attribute types in Step 1. The set of all attributes used by a con-
sumer to evaluate products is seen as the attribute set for subsequent preference analysis.

Step 3. Construct the preference model based on the extended 2-additive Choquet integral. 
Since the type and number of attributes used to evaluate different products may differ, 

( )iU am for different products can be obtained according to Eq. (16). Based on the assump-
tion that the global value of a product’s overall rating is equal to the integrated value of the 
marginal values of the product under all separate attributes, Model 1 can be constructed 
to elicit the individual consumer’s preferences.

Step 4. Determine the input information for preference model. Through the normalization 
function, the global values ( )S iU a  of the overall ratings of products and the marginal val-
ues ( )j iu a  of these products under different attributes can be calculated and further served 
as the input information of the preference model.

Step 5. Derive the individual consumer’s preferences, including the importance of diverse 
attributes and interactions between attributes, by solving Model 1. 

3. Numerical example

This section conducts experimental analyses to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed meth-
od for consumer preference analysis.

3.1. Data collection

TripAdvisor.com (https://www.tripadvisor.com) is a popular travel review website, bringing 
together more than 200 million real-world reviews of hotels, restaurants, attractions, airlines, 
and cruises from global travelers. To demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed model, we 
crawled the different amounts of experimental data from Tripadvisor.com using a crawling 
software Houyi crawler (http://www.houyicaiji.com). 

Two cases with different data volumes were used for consumer preference analysis. The 
first case considers the website platform itself as a consumer who uses four product attributes 
including value (c1), service (c2), cleanliness (c3), location (c4) as attributes to evaluate dif-
ferent hotels on the platform. The historical online ratings of 73 hotels regarding the overall 
ratings and the ratings on four attributes are collected. These two types of online ratings are 
normalized into [0, 1] as the true overall value ( )s iU a  and the marginal values ( )j iu a , j = 
1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Parts of the processed data of the first case are shown in Table 2. The 
data of the second case is 200 online comments on different hotels published by consumers 
named “Khaven” on the platform. These 200 data also include the overall ratings and the 
ratings of these hotels under five attributes (service, cleanliness, location, room and food), 
but the attributes used to evaluate products in this case are different in number and type, 
unlike in the first case where the attributes are fixed and identical. Further, these ratings are 
also normalized into [0, 1]. Due to the limited space, the collected data is not presented here.

https://www.tripadvisor.com
http://www.houyicaiji.com
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Table 2. The evaluations of parts of 73 hotels given by the platform itself based on the same four at-
tributes

Hotel Overall 
Score

Attributes

value service cleanliness location

Hotel 1 Hotel Bradford Elysees – Astotel 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
Hotel 2 Hotel Ekta 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
Hotel 3 Hotel La Manufacture 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 4 Hotel Eiffel Blomet 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9
Hotel 5 Secret de Paris – Hotel & Spa 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
Hotel 6 Hotel Rose Bourbon 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 7 Hotel des Grands Hommes 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
Hotel 8 Hotel Terminus Lyon 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 9 B Montmartre Hotel 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
Hotel 10 Hotel CitizenM Paris Gare de Lyon 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 11 Hotel Maxim Folies 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0
Hotel 12 Hotel Apollon Montparnasse 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 13 Hotel 30.8B – Astotel 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
Hotel 14 Hotel Darcet 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9
Hotel 15 Hotel Da Vinci & Spa 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
Hotel 16 Pullman Paris Eiffel Tower Hotel 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9
Hotel 17 Hotel L’interlude 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8
Hotel 18 Le Relais Saint Charles 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9
Hotel 19 Hotel Mademoiselle 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Hotel 20 Hyatt Regency Paris Etoile 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9

… … … … … … …

3.2. Solutions

According to the procedure of consumer preference analysis, we need to substitute the overall 
values and the marginal values under different attributes of all similar products into Model 
1 to determine preference parameters. Once these preference parameters are determined, 
the extended 2-additive value function can approximate the consumer preference model. 
Specifically, when the error between the overall value calculated by the inferred model and 
the overall value directly calculated by normalized in Section 2.2.1 is relatively small, the 
inferred preference parameters can be regarded as compatible with the actual preferences 
of consumers. 

We substitute all the data of the two cases into Model 1, and get the corresponding re-
sults. For the first case, the deduced results of preference parameter are shown in Table 3 
and Table 4. Because the platform uses four attributes to evaluate 73 hotels simultaneously, 
all scale parameters (hi, i =1...73) are taken as hi = 1. At this time, the extended 2-additive 
Choquet integral is equal to the 2-additive Choquet integral. According to the results in 
Table 3, the interactions between attributes exist. For example, there is a positive interaction 
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between “service” and “cleanliness” ( 23 0.8I = ). That is to say, a hotel with high “service” and 
high “cleanliness” is much appreciated by the platform, since the joint impact of such a pair 
of attributes is higher than a simple addition of the two impacts viewed separately. In addi-
tion, there are also a small degree of negative interactions among three pairwise attributes 
of “value” and “service”, “value” and “cleanliness”, “service” and “location”. According to the 
property of a 2-additive capacity and Eq. (8), the importance of the attributes concerned by 
the platform can be derived. The results ( 2 0.45vm = , 3 0.45vm = ) show that when the platform 
ratings these hotels, it pays more attention to two attributes, namely, “service” and “cleanli-
ness”. That means that if a hotel wants to get a high ranking or high overall rating on the 
platform, it is necessary to improve the comprehensive performance in two attributes “ser-
vice” and “cleanliness”. 

In the second case, the consumer “Khaven” evaluated 200 hotels with different types and 
number of attributes, so the scale parameters in Model 1 will take different values to assign 
the capacity to the subsets of attributes. The preference parameters for the consumer “Khav-
en” are deduced, as shown in Table 5 and Table 6. According to the experimental results, the 
consumer“Khaven” does not show more attention to attributes “food” in the comprehensive 
evaluation process, but she/he may consider the other four attributes. In addition, for the 
consumer “Khaven”, the interactions between attributes “service” and “location”, “cleanliness” 
and “room”, “cleanliness” and “food”, “location” and “food” are negative, which means that the 
impact of these pairs of attributes on products’ performance are redundant. For example, the 
consumer “Khaven” may believe that the food and rooms provided by a hotel should be in-
herently clean. Thus, when considering these pairs of attributes (“cleanliness” and “room”, or 
“cleanliness” and “food”) jointly in the evaluation process, she/he will think that the impact 
of the pair of attributes on the comprehensive performance of this hotel should be lesser than 
a simple addition of the impacts generated by each of the two attributes separately. 

Table 3. The results of capacity of attributes in the first case

Attributes The capacity of single attributes The capacity of two attributes

Value (c1) 1 0.099m = 12 0.1m = , 13 0.1m = , 14 0.127m =

Service (c2) 2 0.099m = 12 0.1m = , 23 0.909m = , 24 0.1m =

Cleanliness (c3) 3 0.001m = 13 0.1m = , 23 0.909m = , 34 0.1m =

Location (c4) 4 0.001m = 14 0.127m = , 24 0.1m = , 34 0.1m =

Table 4. The results of interaction index and importance of attributes in the first case

Attributes The interaction index between attributes  
( jkI , , 1,..., ,j k n j k∈ ≠ )

The importance of 
attributes ( jvm) 

Value (c1) 12 0.098I = − , 13 0.009I = − , 14 0.018I = 1 0.05vm =  

Service (c2) 12 0.098I = − , 23 0.8I = , 24 0.009I = − 2 0.45vm =

Cleanliness (c3) 13 0.009I = − , 23 0.8I = , 34 0.08I = 3 0.45vm =

Location (c4) 14 0.018I = , 24 0.009I = − , 34 0.08I = 4 0.05vm =
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Table 5. The capacity of attributes for consumer “Khaven” in the second case

Attributes The capacity of 
single attributes The capacity of two attributes

Service (c1) 1 0.01m = 12 0.325m = , 13 0.014m = , 14 0.152m = , 15 0.155m =

Cleanliness (c2) 2 0.013m = 12 0.325m = , 23 0.133m = , 24 0.014m = , 25 0.014m =

Location (c3) 3 0.01m = 13 0.014m = , 23 0.133m = , 34 0.323m = , 35 0.011m =

Room (c4) 4 0.001m = 14 0.152m = , 24 0.014m = , 34 0.323m = , 45 0.028m =

Food (c5) 5 0.001m = 15 0.155m = , 25 0.014m = , 35 0.011m = , 45 0.028m =

Table 6. The results of interaction index and importance of attributes in the second case

Attributes The interaction index between attributes  
( jkI , , 1,..., ,j k n j k∈ ≠ )

The importance of 
attributes ( jvm) 

Service (c1) 12 0.302I = , 13 0.009I = − , 14 0.129I = , 15 0.135I = 1 0.289vm =  

Cleanliness (c2) 12 0.302I = , 23 0.110I = , 24 0.012I = − , 25 0.009I = − 2 0.209vm =

Location (c3) 13 0.009I = − , 23 0.110I = , 34 0.300I = , 35 0.009I = − 3 0.207vm =

Room (c4) 14 0.129I = , 24 0.012I = − , 34 0.300I = , 45 0.005I = 4 0.224vm =

Food (c5) 15 0.135I = , 25 0.009I = − , 35 0.009I = − , 45 0.005I = 5 0.071vm =

3.3. Robustness analysis

We use the data of the second case as the basis to verify the robustness of the proposed 
preference model. The 100 sets of data are randomly selected 50 times from the 200 sets of 
data, and then they are input into Model 1 separately. Finally, the change trend of the impor-
tance of five attributes and their interaction index results obtained from 50 calculations can 
be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The results show that the calculation results are relatively 
stable without large-scale fluctuations. The average values of the importance of five attributes 
obtained from 50 calculations are 0.305, 0.271, 0.147, 0.219, and 0.058, which are not signifi-
cantly different from the importance obtained from the 200 sets of data that we calculated in 
the previous section. Both two types of variances based on the 50 calculations are small. The 
variance of the importance of five attributes is less than 0.009, while the variance of the eight 
groups of interaction indexes is less than 0.05. Subsequently, we also count the proportion of 
positive and negative interaction indices between pairs of attributes shown in Table 7, and 
find that the positive and negative distributions of attribute interactions are also stable, which 
is consistent with the results obtained by one-time calculation of 200 sets of data. The results 
of the robustness analysis show that our method can be used to approximately express the 
process of integrating ratings for consumers and extract consumer preferences for attributes 
such as the importance of attributes and interactions among attributes.
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Table 7. The proportion of positive and negative interactions obtained from 50 calculations

Type of 
interaction

 Interaction index 

c1 vs c2 c1 vs c3 c1 vs c4 c1 vs c5 c2 vs c3 c2 vs c4 c2 vs c5 c3 vs c4 c3 vs c5 c4 vs c5

Positive 100% 32% 66% 60% 82% 28% 34% 72% 12% 54%
Negative 0% 68% 34% 40% 18% 72% 66% 28% 88% 46%

Note: Boldface represents the higher proportion of positive or negative interactions.

3.4. Comparative analysis

3.4.1. Comparisons with the additive function

In this part, we compare the proposed method with the additive value function to judge 
whether and how different individual consumers consider the interactions between attributes 
in the process of evaluating products. Considering that some predefined attributes are not 
used to evaluate a product, it is not possible to directly use the additive value function to 

Note: 1c service→ ; 2c Cleanliness→ ; 3c location→ ; 4c room→ ; 5c food→ .
Figure 4. The importance of attributes obtained in robustness analysis

Note: 1c service→ ; 2c Cleanliness→ ; 3c location→ ; 4c room→ ; 5c food→ .
Figure 5. The interaction index obtained in robustness analysis
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analyze consumer preferences. We also introduce the scale parameter that represents the 
relationship between the whole attributes set and a subset of attributes to the additive value 
function, so that the additive value function can be used for consumer preference analysis 
based on online reviews when a product is not evaluated under some attributes. 

Two representative additive value functions are utilized here for comparisons. 
 – The linear value function (LAU). This is to sum the weighted attribute values. Its 
general form can be expressed as (Beliakov et al., 2007):

 1

( ) ( )
n

i j j i
j

LAU a w u a
=

=∑ . (28)

 – The quadratic utility function (QUF). Its main idea is to model the global value of 
each alternative by comparing with the idea solution which performs the best under 
all attributes. The mathematical form of the QUF can be expressed as (Aggarwal & 
Tehrani, 2019):

 

2 * 2

1

( ) 1 ( ( ) ( ))
n

i j j i j
j

QUF a w u a u a
=

= − −∑ , (29)

where a* is an ideal solution. Here, we suppose that a* is a product with a 5-rating under all 
given attributes. Thus, we have the marginal value of a* under each attribute being *( ) 1ju a =

 
, 

1,2, ,j n=  . When the problem that certain predefined attributes are not used to evaluate a 
product exists, the scale parameter is introduced to these two additive value functions. The 
weight wj of attributes cj for evaluating product ai, can be transformed as ( )j iw , satisfying:

 
( )

, if
0, otherwise

j j i
j i

w c C
w

d ∈= 


, (30)

where d is the introduced scale parameter, 1d ≥ . Furthermore, two additive value function 
above can respectively be transformed as the extended linear value function (ELAU) and the 
extended quadratic utility function (EQUF):

                                   
( )

1

( ) ( )
n

i j i j i
j

ELAU a w u a
=

=∑ ; (31)

 

2 * 2
( )

1

( ) 1 ( ( ) ( ))
n

i j i j i j
j

EQUF a w u a u a
=

= − −∑ . (32)

According to the assumptions in Section 2.2.2, we establish Model 2 to elicit con-
sumers’ preferences. It is worth noting that Model 1 uses the extended 2-additive value 
function(Subsequently abbreviated as E-2CI) as the preference model to approximate the 
individual consumers’ decision-making process, while in Model 2, we use two types of the 
additive value function to express their decision-making process separately. The parameters 
relevant to preferences obtained from Model 1 mainly include the importance of attributes 
and the possible interaction between attributes, while Model 2 can only infer the importance 
of attributes.
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Model 2. 
1

1min ( )
m

i i
im

+ −

=

ξ + ξ∑  

s.t. ( ) ( ) 0A i S i i iU a U a + −− − ξ + ξ = , ia A∀ ∈ ; (33)

0i
+ξ ≥ , 0i

−ξ ≥ , {1,2, , }ia m∀ ∈  ; (34)
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1

1
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j i
j
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=∑ , {1,2, , }i m∀ ∈  , {1,2, , }j n∀ ∈  ; (35)

0jw ≥ , 
1

1
n

j
j

w
=

=∑ , {1,2, , }i m∀ ∈  , (36)

where ( )A iU a  is the overall value of ai aggregated by the additive value function. When the 
linear value function is considered as the preference model, there is ( ) ( )A i iU a ELAU a=  . 
Similarly, when the quadratic utility function is chosen as the preference model, then 

( ) ( )A i iU a EQUF a= . ( )S iU a  is the overall value of the overall rating of product ai calculated 
by normalization.

Next, we conduct consumer preference analysis using the ELAU, EQUF, E-2CI as the 
preference model respectively according to the procedure in Section 2.3. The online ratings of 
both two experimental cases are utilized as the experimental data to verify the differences of 
the aforementioned three value functions in extracting preferences of individual consumers. 
All the experimental outcomes are shown in Tables 8–10.

Table 8. The results of the first case based on the three extended methods

The weight of four attributes  
learned experimentally The interaction index between attributes 

Ijk ( j k≠ , , 1,...,j k n∈ )
Value Service Cleanliness Location

ELAU 0.05 0.85 0.05 0.05 –
EQUF 0.01 0.97 0.01 0.01 –

E-2CI 0.402 0.227 0.185 0.054 12 0.098I = − , 13 0.009I = − , 14 0.018I = ,
23 0.8I = , 24 0.009I = − , 34 0.08I =

Table 9. The learning results of the consumer “Khaven” in second case based on the three extended 
methods

The weight of five attributes learned 
experimentally The interaction index between attributes 

Ijk ( j k≠ , , 1,...,j k n∈ )
Service Cleanliness Location Room Food

ELAU 0.485 0.01 0.01 0.485 0.01 –
EQUF 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 –

E-2CI 0.289 0.209 0.207 0.224 0.071
12 0.302I = , 13 0.009I = − , 14 0.129I = ,
15 0.135I = , 23 0.110I = , 24 0.012I = − ,

25 0.009I = − , 34 0.300I = , 35 0.009I = − ,
45 0.005I =
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Table 10. The average calculation error of the extended learning models in two experimental cases

Average error of 73sets of data  
for the first case

Average error of 200 sets of data  
for the second case

ELAU 0.025 0.062
EQUF 0.024 0.074
E-2CI 0.018 0.052

After introducing the scale parameter to solve the problem that the product has not been 
evaluated by some attributes, both the additive value function (the ELAU and EQUF) and 
the non-additive E-2CI can be used to analyze consumers’ preferences for product attributes. 
All these three value functions with inferred preference parameters can be regarded as the 
preference model, but from the perspective of the average fitting error, the E-2CI as a pref-
erence model is closer to the decision-making process of consumers because the calculated 
error is smaller. The above experimental results also show that the individual consumer will 
not only differently weight diverse attributes in a decision-making process, but also consider 
the possible interactions between attributes. In addition, different consumers’ behaviors of 
giving weights to attributes and considering the interactions between attributes are different. 
For example, for the platform itself, the attributes “value” will be considered in the evalua-
tion process, while for the consumer “Khaven”, other attributes “room” and “food” will be 
included. Although the preference model we derived by the E-2CI may be only one of the 
models compatible with consumers’ real preferences, it may also illustrate the need to con-
sider the interactions between attributes when conducting consumer preferences analysis 
based on online reviews.

3.4.2. Comparisons with the existing algorithms for consumer preference analysis

Comparisons between our proposed method and the existing studies that were used for 
consumer preference analysis based on value functions in the context of online reviews are 
discussed in the following:

(1) The source of extracting product attribute information. The study of Guo et al. (2020) 
and Zhu et al. (2022) both extracted product attribute information based on textual 
comments. In Guo et al. (2020), the structure of attributes, attributes values and the 
relationship between the importance of attributes were determined by the calculation 
rules related to the frequency of attributes in textual comments. In Zhu et al. (2022), 
the attributes and their corresponding marginal values were extracted from textual 
comments. In this paper, we determine attributes and the marginal values of products 
under each attribute according to the online ratings related to product attributes. 

(2) The value functions selected as the preference model. Guo et  al. (2020) and Zhu 
et al. (2022) used additive value functions to model the decision-making process of 
consumers, without considering the interactions between attributes. Our proposed 
approach extracts consumers’ preferences regarding the importance of attributes and 
interactions among them from online reviews based on a non-additive value function.
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(3) The way to deal with the problem that attributes are not fully used by consumers to 
evaluate products. A hierarchical structure was utilized by Guo et al. (2020) to de-
termine attributes, but this method only allowed different products to be evaluated 
by consumers with different product attributes, which are still summarized into the 
same fixed attributes. If a situation like that shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 occurred, 
the problem that the attributes used to evaluate products are not fixed in number and 
type cannot be solved. Zhu et al. (2022) regarded this problem as that the evaluation 
value of a product under a certain attribute is the missing value, and further used an 
optimization model to extract consumer preferences. Our proposed method provides 
new ideas to solve this problem by assigning more weights to the attributes used to 
evaluate the product.

(4) Different perspectives of consumer preference analysis. Guo et al. (2020) used previ-
ous online reviews of all consumers to infer the preferences of a new consumer, so as 
to realize product recommendations. Both the method of Zhu et al. (2022) and the 
approach we proposed are from the perspective of an individual consumer, inferring 
his/her preferences from their historical comments respectively. In addition to the 
importance of the attribute concerned by Zhu et al. (2022), our proposed method 
also focuses on whether consumers consider the interactions between attributes in 
the evaluation process. 

When considering the interactions between attributes, how will individual consumers’ 
decision-making process be, how much attention will be paid to different attributes, which 
different attributes will have interactions, and whether these interactions are positive or nega-
tive? These issues can be better explained by our proposed consumer preference analysis 
approach without the participation of consumers.

3.5. Implications

We derive some implications about consumer preference analysis from the perspective of 
platform merchants or product managers: 

(1) Using historical data to infer consumers’ preferences enriches the application of value 
functions in the context of online comments. Previous MADA approaches based on 
value functions require consumers to evaluate products according to a set of preset at-
tributes and provide relevant parameters, such as the relative importance of attributes. 
But these requirements are hard to be satisfied in practice. Using value functions as 
a consumer preference analysis model, and inferring preference parameters based on 
historical data and the aggregation-disaggregation framework can help to obtain real 
consumer preferences. It is helpful to reveal the personalized behavior of consumers.

(2) Through introducing scale parameters to model the relations of the capacity of at-
tributes in the whole attribute set and its subsets, the additive or non-additive value 
function can be extended to aggregate the overall value of a consumer when the prod-
uct has not been evaluated under some attributes. The application of the scale param-
eters provides a new perspective for solving consumer preference analysis problems 
based on MADA approaches.
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(3) Individual consumers will make different decision-making behaviors for different 
products of the same type. The case study results show that, in addition to using 
different attributes to evaluate products, consumers also pay different attention to 
diverse attributes and consider the interactions between attributes. For different con-
sumers, these interactions may be inconsistent. For example, for one consumer, there 
is a negative interaction between “service” and “location”, but for another consumer, 
the interaction between these two attributes may be positive. According to these 
experimental results, the platform merchants or product managers can understand 
which attributes a consumer prefers to and how these attributes affect the individual 
consumers’ evaluation of products. They can utilize the historical data of consumers 
who have a relatively large volume of reviews on the platform to extract the compre-
hensive consumers’ preferences and recommend products to different consumers in 
line with their preferences, which can further improve the product sales and market-
ing strategies of the platform.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an individual consumer preferences analysis approach based on 
a value function considering the interactions between attributes in the context of online 
reviews. To solve the problem that the attribute relevant to products are not fully used as the 
attributes to evaluate products, the 2-additive Choquet integral was extended as the basic 
preference model by introducing the scale parameters. To obtain the preference of individual 
consumers over the attributes, we developed a nonlinear programming within the aggrega-
tion-disaggregation paradigm to learn these parameters related to consumers’ preferences. 
Numerical examples suggest that, for the individual consumers, the value function consider-
ing attribute interactions can describe their evaluation and decision-making behaviors more 
approximately than the additive value function. This means that consumers will consider the 
interactions between different product attributes when evaluating products, and these inter-
actions can be positive or negative. For product managers or platform merchants, they can 
improve their marketing strategies and product recommendations according to the different 
individual consumers’ preference.

There are still some limitations in this paper. First, this paper only referred to online rat-
ings for determining the information about attributes but did not consider textual reviews 
which also provide consumers’ evaluation of product attributes. Future studies should com-
bine online ratings and textual comments to obtain more accurate consumer preferences. In 
addition, this study did not cover a large volume of historical data to support the feasibility of 
the experiment. The data-driven analytic approach such as Web crawling (e.g., text mining), 
machine learning and statistical methods should be concerned for consumer preference anal-
ysis in the future. Besides, there is a lack of discussion about the changes in consumer prefer-
ences over time, which could prevent us from obtaining more accurate consumer preferences. 
A framework needs to be established for analyzing consumers’ preferences in real-time and 
obtaining more value functions compatible with the consumer decision-making process.
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